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SUMMARY
This paper presents the first method that enables the fully automatic generation of triangular meshes suitable
for the so-called non-uniform rational B-spline (NURBS)-enhanced finite element method (NEFEM). The
meshes generated with the proposed approach account for the computer-aided design boundary representa-
tion of the domain given by NURBS curves. The characteristic element size is completely independent of
the geometric complexity and of the presence of very small geometric features. The proposed strategy allows
to circumvent the time-consuming process of de-featuring complex geometric models before a finite ele-
ment mesh suitable for the analysis can be produced. A generalisation of the original definition of a NEFEM
element is also proposed, enabling to treat more complicated elements with an edge defined by several
NURBS curves or more than one edge defined by different NURBS. Three examples of increasing difficulty
demonstrate the applicability of the proposed approach and illustrate the advantages compared with those
of traditional finite element mesh generators. Finally, a simulation of an electromagnetic scattering prob-
lem is considered to show the applicability of the generated meshes for finite element analysis. © 2016 The
Authors. International Journal for Numerical Methods in Engineering published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
High-order discretisation methods have gained an increased popularity during the last decade owing
to the potential of providing higher accuracy with a reduced computational cost compared with tra-
ditional low-order methods [1–5]. The advantages of high-order methods are particularly important
in wave propagation problems, where low-order methods are known to suffer from excessive dissi-
pation and/or dispersion when propagating waves over long distances [6–11]. These methods have
also attracted significant attention within the computational fluid dynamics community owing to the
ability to propagate vortices over long distances [12–15].
The use of curved elements is crucial in order to fully exploit the benefits of high-order meth-
ods [16–20]. This has prompted a great interest in the research community on the generation of
high-order curvilinear meshes, and nowadays, there are some approaches to automatically generate
such meshes [21–26]. To fully exploit the potential advantages of high-order methods, very coarse
curvilinear meshes and very high-order approximations are preferred, but as the size of the elements
increases, the effect of geometric inaccuracies induced by the traditional polynomial approxima-
tion of curved boundaries inherent to the isoparametric formulation becomes evident. The error
induced by the isoparametric formulation can be up to one order of magnitude higher than that by
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a formulation with an exact boundary representation of the computational domain [27]. In addi-
tion, complex geometries of large-scale objects often contain very small geometric features (e.g.
holes and fillets), making necessary to produce extremely refined meshes in some regions of the
domain in order to properly represent the geometry under consideration. In many occasions, it is
necessary to invest a non-negligible amount of time removing these small features present in the
computer-aided design (CAD) model before attempting to produce a mesh suitable for finite element
analysis [28]. Although the feature removal can be assisted by some semi-automatic tools [29–32],
the problem is not just the huge amount of time that is invested in removing geometric features
but also the uncertainty that the geometric simplification can generate in the finite element solution
obtained in the simplified model. The problem becomes particularly dramatic when different simu-
lations are required in the same geometry. For instance, a geometric feature that is not relevant in a
fluid mechanics problem could be extremely relevant when an acoustic problem is solved. Further-
more, features not relevant in electromagnetic simulations at low frequency can become extremely
influential at higher frequencies.
Although CAD and numerical simulation are ubiquitous in modern product development, these
two technologies are still far from being integrated in a seamless manner. Automatic methods have
been developed in the last decade that are capable of ensuring water tightness with minimum user
intervention [33]. However, when dealing with complex geometries that contain multi-scale fea-
tures, it is often necessary to manually remove small geometric features that induce excessive and
unnecessary mesh refinement. Non-uniform rational B-spline (NURBS)-enhanced finite element
method (NEFEM) was proposed to bridge the gap between CAD and finite element analysis [34].
The main idea is to define the curved elements in contact with the CAD boundary in terms of the
exact boundary description and not using the traditional isoparametric approach. The advantages of
NEFEM compared with those of other curved FEMs have been studied in detail from theoretical
and practical points of view both in two and three dimensions [27, 35–37].
Despite all the benefits reported in the literature, the widespread application of NEFEM has been
hampered by the lack of an automatic mesh generator able to generate the meshes that will allow
to fully exploit its potential. In particular, a mesh generator able to generate elements in which size
is independent of the complexity of the boundary and that can be used for finite element analysis is
not available. In fact, this lack of such an automatic mesh generator for NEFEM has motivated the
development of methods that do not require the generation of fitted NEFEM meshes but still use the
NEFEM rationale [38–40].
This paper proposes a novel mesh generation technique that allows to produce triangular meshes
where the elements account for the exact boundary representation of the domain irrespective of the
desired element size and the geometrical complexity. In particular, the produced meshes contain ele-
ments with edges defined by more than one curve, avoiding small elements when very small NURBS
curves are used to represent the boundary of the domain. Furthermore, the meshes generated with
this technique can produce elements where an edge contains corners of the boundary representation
of the domain, enabling to encapsulate small and complex geometric features within coarse trian-
gular elements. The produced meshes allow to extend the NEFEM formalism introduced in [34],
where it was assumed that an edge of an element must be defined by at most one curve. This paper
also proposes a technique to extend the meshes to higher order by using a solid mechanics analogy
only for the elements in contact with the NURBS boundary. Several examples demonstrate not only
the applicability and potential of the proposed mesh generation technique but also the applicability
of the produced meshes by presenting a simulation of the scattering of electromagnetic waves by
complex geometric objects using NEFEM.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, the NEFEM formulation is recalled, and
the concept of a NEFEM element is extended with respect to its original definition. Section 3
summarises the mesh requirements and presents the proposed technique to generate linear meshes
suitable for NEFEM. The generation of high-order meshes for NEFEM is presented in Section 4.
Three numerical examples of increasing difficulty are used in Section 5 to illustrate the potential of
the proposed technique, and the proposed meshes are used to perform a simulation with NEFEM.
Finally, Section 6 summarises the main conclusions of the work that has been presented.
© 2016 The Authors. International Journal for Numerical
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2. NURBS-ENHANCED FEM
This section introduces the fundamental concepts of NEFEM in two dimensional domains and
generalises the original definition of NEFEM elements [37].
2.1. NURBS curves
A qth-degree NURBS curve is a piecewise rational function defined in parametric form as
C .œ/ D
 ncpX
iD0
i Bi ; C
q
i .œ/
!   ncpX
iD0
i C
q
i .œ/
!
œ 2 Œ0; 1
where ¹Biº are the coordinates of the ncp C 1 control points (forming the control polygon), ¹iº are
the control weights, and ¹C qi .œ/º are the normalised B-spline basis functions of degree q, which are
defined recursively by
C 0i .œ/ D
²
1 if œ 2 Œœi ; œiC1/
0 elsewhere
C ki .œ/ D
œ  œi
œiCk  œi C
k1
i .œ/ C
œiCkC1  œ
œiCkC1  œiC1 C
k1
iC1 .œ/
for k D 1; : : : ; q, where œi , for i D 0; : : : ; nk, are the knots or breakpoints, which are assumed
ordered 0 6 œi 6 œiC1 6 1. They form the so-called knot vector
 D
8<
:0; : : : ; 0„ ƒ‚ …
qC1
; œqC1; : : : ; œnkq1; 1; : : : ; 1„ ƒ‚ …
qC1
9=
;
which uniquely describes the B-spline basis functions. The multiplicity of a knot, when it is larger
than one, determines the decrease in the number of continuous derivatives. The number of control
points, ncp+1, and knots, nk+1, is related to the degree of the parametrisation, q, by the relation
nk D ncp C q C 1 [41].
2.2. NEFEM triangular elements
An open-bounded domain  2 R2 is considered, where its boundary @ is described using NURBS
curves C k for k D 1; : : : ;M , with M the total number of boundary curves
@ D
M[
jD1
C j .Œ0; 1/
A regular partition of the domain  D Se e in triangles is assumed, such that i Tj D ;,
for i ¤ j .
2.2.1. Original definition of NEFEM triangular elements. The original definition of a NEFEM
triangular element [34] assumes that
 curved elements have, at most, one edge on the boundary,
 every curved edge belongs to a unique NURBS curve and
 internal edges are straight.
If  represents the edge of the element e on the NURBS boundary parametrised by C , and
x1;x2 2 @ the two vertices on the NURBS boundary (Figure 1), the curved edge is defined by
 WD C .Œœ1; œ2/
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Figure 1. Parametrisation of a curved triangular element with an edge defined by a NURBS curve.
whereC .œ1/ D x1 andC .œ2/ D x2. Then, a curved triangular element is defined as a convex linear
combination of the curved edge and the interior node as e WD  x3.R/, where R D Œœ1; œ2Œ0; 1,
x3 is the internal vertex of e and
 x3.œ; #/ WD .1  #/C .œ/ C #x3 (1)
Visibility condition is illustrated in Figure 1.
Remark 1
The parametrisation (1) used to define curved elements with one edge defined by one NURBS curve
implicitly assumes that the straight segments connecting the interior node x3 with the points in 
are contained in the domain . This means that
.C .œ/  x3/  n > 0 8œ 2 Œœ1; œ2 (2)
where n denotes the outward normal vector to  .
2.2.2. Extending the definition of NEFEM triangular elements. In this work, the original defini-
tion of a NEFEM triangular element is extended to include elements with more than one boundary
edge, elements with boundary edges defined by more than one NURBS curve, and elements that do
not fulfil the so-called visibility condition detailed in Remark 1. As will be shown, this extension
facilitates the possibility of generating meshes with a characteristic element size completely inde-
pendent of the complexity of the NURBS boundary. To simplify the presentation and without loss
of generality, it is still assumed that internal edges are straight.
An edge  on the boundary with vertices x1 and x2 is defined by
 WD
nc[
jD1
C j
h
œ
j
1 ; œ
j
2
i
(3)
where nc denotes the total number of curves defining the edge  , C 1.œ11/ D x1 and C nc.œnc2 / D x2.
The boundary of the element @e is assumed to be a closed piecewise curve formed by trimmed
NURBS curves and straight segments.
Formally, an element e can be defined using the Jordan curve theorem [42] as the subdomain
e WD ¹x 2  j ind@e .x/ is oddº
where ind@e is the index or winding number of a point x with respect to the closed curve @e
formed by the edges of the element. Figure 2 shows a triangular element that satisfies the new
definition of a NEFEM element but does not satisfy the original definition. It can be observed that
the triangle has two edges defined by NURBS curves and one edge is defined by two NURBS curves.
In addition, the element does not satisfy the visibility condition in Remark 1.
© 2016 The Authors. International Journal for Numerical
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Figure 2. A valid NEFEM element with the new definition that does not fulfil the original requirements
stated in Section 2.2.1.
2.3. NEFEM rationale
A distinctive feature of NEFEM is the definition of the polynomial approximation in the physi-
cal space, with Cartesian coordinates, rather than in the reference element with local coordinates.
This choice ensures the reproducibility of polynomials in the physical space and has been shown
to be advantageous than the traditional approximation with local coordinates [27]. For simplicity,
Lagrange nodal bases are considered to define the polynomial approximation, although other bases
(e.g. hierarchical) can be considered.
NEFEM performs the computation of the integrals appearing in a weak variational formulation
using the exact boundary description of the computational domain. This section describes the strat-
egy to compute the boundary and element integrals for the new definition of NEFEM elements
introduced in Section 2.2.2.
2.3.1. Boundary integrals. A boundary integral to be computed along an edge on the boundary
given by (3) can be written asZ

f .x; y/ d` D
ncX
jD1
Z œj
2
œ
j
1
f

C j .œ/
 kC 0j .œ/k dœ
where f is a generic function (usually a polynomial). It is worth noting that the integral has been
split as a summation of integrals over different NURBS curves as the new definition of NEFEM
curved elements allows the possibility to have one edge defined by several NURBS. A detailed
comparison of different numerical integration techniques to evaluate the integrals of polynomial
functions along NURBS curves [43] showed that one-dimensional Gaussian quadratures defined
over the parametric space of the NURBS provide the most efficient option. Therefore, the boundary
integrals are approximated as
Z

f .x; y/ d` 
ncX
jD1
0
B@ n
j
ipX
iD1
f

C j

œ
j
i

kC 0j

œ
j
i

k !ji
1
CA
where œji and !
j
i are the coordinates and weights of the n
j
ip Gaussian integration points in Œœ
j
1 ; œ
j
2 .
It is worth recalling that a NURBS parametrisation is a piecewise rational function whose defini-
tion changes at the breakpoints, so it is mandatory to define composite quadratures that account for
the discontinuous nature of the parametrisation [43].
2.3.2. Interior integrals. The proposed strategy to compute interior integrals according to the new
definition of a NEFEM element is to build a composite two-dimensional quadrature in elements
affected by the NURBS boundary representation of the domain.
Elements satisfying the hypothesis stated in Section 2.2.1 and the visibility condition detailed
in Remark 1 are parametrised using the mapping given in Equation (1), as is usual in a NEFEM
© 2016 The Authors. International Journal for Numerical
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Figure 3. Partition of the NEFEM element shown in Figure 2 with three integration cells that have only one
edge defined by one NURBS curve.
context. An element e not satisfying any of the previous hypothesis (see an example in Figure 2)
can be split into K cells with only one face described by a NURBS curve and L straight-sided cells,
that is,
e D
 
K[
kD1

c
k
![ L[
lD1

s
l
!
(4)
where c
k
denotes a cell with only one edge on defined by one NURBS curve and satisfying con-
dition (2) and s
l
denotes a straight-sided cell. The partition satisfies that ci
T
cj D ; and
si
T
sj D ; for i ¤ j and ci
T
sj D ; for all i and j .
Figure 3 shows a partition of the NEFEM element shown in Figure 2 with three integration cells
that have only one edge defined by one NURBS curve.
An interior integral in an element e that has been partitioned according to (4) is computed asZ
e
f .x; y/ d D
KX
kD1
Z
c
k
f .x; y/ d C
LX
lD1
Z
s
l
f .x; y/ d
Integrals on cells c
k
, with at most one edge described by a NURBS curve and satisfying the
visibility condition, are computed using the mapping given in Equation (1), whereas integrals in
straight-sided cells are computed using standard triangle quadratures [44–47].
The details of the strategy to perform the partition of elements into integration cells with at
most one edge described by a NURBS curve and satisfying the visibility condition are presented
in Section 3.5. It is important to emphasise that the subdivision proposed to compute interior inte-
grals is aimed at simplifying the implementation (i.e. to avoid the definition of a different mapping
for each type of element). It is also worth remarking that this subdivision does not introduce new
degrees of freedom, as the cells are only used to perform the numerical integration.
3. GENERATION OF LOW-ORDER NEFEM MESHES
A mesh is usually generated in a hierarchical manner. For a two-dimensional domain, vertices are
meshed with nodes, curves forming the boundary are discretised with edges, and, finally, the domain
is meshed using elements.
The technique presented here follows a different rationale and allows to discretise the bound-
ary with a required element size, independently of small geometric features. Finally, a variant of
the advancing front method (AFM) is proposed whereby mesh fronts coincident with the NURBS
boundary match the exact geometric definition from CAD independently on the element size.
3.1. Mesh requirements
The following requirements for a NEFEM element are considered:
© 2016 The Authors. International Journal for Numerical
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(1) The characteristic element size is not restricted by small geometric features.
(2) Element edges on the boundary are exactly described by the CAD boundary representation of
the domain using NURBS.
(3) The boundary of a NEFEM element is a simple closed or Jordan curve (i.e. there is an injective
map from a circle to the boundary of the element).
(4) Element edges interior to the domain are straight segments.
The first two requirements constitute the basis of NEFEM and ensure that de-featuring of com-
plex geometries is not required before a finite element mesh suitable for a NEFEM analysis can
be generated. The third requirement ensures that there are no self-intersections between the edges
of an element. Finally, the last requirement is optional and is only aimed at improving the perfor-
mance of the solver. For instance, a discontinuous Galerkin algorithm for solving Maxwell equations
in the time domain can be accelerated 10 times for low-order approximations and up to 100
times for high-order approximation by considering straight-sided triangles compared with curved
triangles [48].
3.2. Boundary sampling points
The first step consists in defining a set of sampling points for each NURBS curve on the boundary.
The approach considered uses a distribution function [49] defined through a background mesh and a
set of points and line sources. The sampling points are generated at a distance ˛ times the minimum
value of the spacing distribution function, where ˛ is a user defined parameter that by default is taken
as 0.1. In practice, the user can also specify the regions where an exact boundary representation is
of interest and the set of sampling points will only be built on those boundaries. This avoids the
generation of a large set of sampling points in problems such as external flow computations where
the far-field shape and geometric representation are not relevant.
The initial set of sampling points induces a polygonal description of curved boundaries. Extra
sampling points are added in regions where the distance from the straight-sided segment connecting
two sampling points and the true CAD boundary is more than a specified tolerance. In the proposed
implementation, extra points are added when the distance is larger than 10% of the minimum spac-
ing. Next, the desired mesh spacing at the sampling points is computed from the spacing distribution
function. Finally, the spacing of the sampling points is checked and corrected if it induces an ele-
ment on the boundary that is " times smaller than the desired element size. Typically, a value of
" 2 Œ0:5; 0:75 is considered in the implementation of the proposed algorithm.
It is worth noting that the parameter ˛ should be chosen to ensure that all geometric features are
captured. Owing to the marginal cost associated to the generation of sampling points, the use of
small values of ˛ is advocated here, but other techniques based on the generation of sampling points
over the Bézier curves forming the NURBS with curvature control could be devised.
3.3. Boundary discretisation
The first mesh requirement described in Section 3.1 implies that the traditional, hierarchical, mesh-
ing paradigm cannot be adopted. It is clear that using a hierarchic approach, where the first
step consists in adopting the vertices of the CAD model as mesh nodes, implies that small geo-
metric features might dictate the element size. As an example, let us consider a domain  D
Œ25; 252nŒ5; 5Œ0:25; 0:25, representing a square plate with a rectangular inclusion of dimen-
sion 10  0:5 whose centre of gravity is located in the origin, as represented in Figure 4(a). If the
desired element size is, for instance, 3.5 and the traditional hierarchical approach is utilised, the
minimum element size will be dictated by the thickness of the inclusion (i.e. 0.5) as illustrated in
Figure 4(b).
The proposed approach starts by combining the boundary curves into loops. A loop is defined
as a collection of boundary curves L WD ¹C kºkD1;:::;NL , where NL is the total number of curves
forming the loop, C 1.0/ D CNL.1/ and C k.1/ D C kC1.0/ for k D 1; : : : ; NL  1.
The curves forming the loop are ordered such that the first curve, C 1, is of minimum length,
namely, L1.Œ0; 1/ 6 Lk.Œ0; 1/ for k D 2; : : : ; NL, where the length of a curve C k trimmed to the
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Figure 4. (a) Domain  representing a square plate with a rectangular inclusion and (b) a standard FE mesh
showing that the minimum element size is dictated by the thickness of the inclusion.
subspace of the parametric space Œœi ; œj  is
Lk.Œœi ; œj / WD
Z
C k.Œœi ;œj /
d` D
Z œj
œi
kC 0k.œ/k dœ
and the total length of the loop is denoted by L D PNL
kD1 Lk.Œ0; 1/.
The proposed procedure to discretise boundary loops with edges of a desired size is detailed in
Algorithm 1.
A candidate boundary vertex xi at a distance h.xi1/ of a given vertex xi1 is first identified. As
the proposed methodology enables the creation of element edges across different boundary curves,
it is necessary to identify the curve where the candidate vertex belongs, C s , and the parametric
coordinate of the candidate vertex, œi . The strategy to identify both the curve C s and the parametric
coordinate œi is detailed in Algorithm 2. It is worth noting that Algorithm 2 requires the solution of a
one-dimensional non-linear problem. In practice, this is achieved using a simple bisection approach
as the curves are initially sampled and convergence is achieved in very few iterations.
© 2016 The Authors. International Journal for Numerical
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Next, the mesh front formed by the given vertex xi1 and the candidate vertex xi D C s.œi / is
checked. The objective is to guarantee that, in the second stage of the proposed meshing technique
described in Section 3.4 (i.e. domain discretisation), an element satisfying the third mesh require-
ment stated in Section 3.1 exists. The proposed strategy to check the validity of a mesh front is
summarised in Algorithm 3.
© 2016 The Authors. International Journal for Numerical
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Figure 5. Illustration of the procedure described in Algorithm 3 to check the validity of a mesh front.
Figure 6. Non-valid mesh front.
For a given edge  , the horizon of an edge vertex xk of  is defined as the most distant point
x?
k
2  that can be connected to xk without intersecting  , as illustrated in Figure 5.
The intersection of the lines connecting the boundary vertices and the corresponding horizons,
denoted by P in Figure 5, is used to decide the validity of the mesh front. If the distance from P
to the boundary vertices is less than the desired spacing h, this implies that an interior node to form
a triangle with the required spacing can be found. An example of a non-valid mesh front is shown
in Figure 6.
As detailed in Algorithm 1, if the mesh front is valid, the second boundary vertex xi is accepted.
Otherwise, a more restrictive criteria is applied in order to find the boundary vertex xi that will
guarantee a valid mesh front. The procedure, summarised in Algorithm 4, uses the set of sam-
pling points defined in Section 3.2 to find a boundary edge of maximum length that forms a valid
mesh front.
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Figure 7. Adjustment of the vertex xi using the sampling points, denoted with a cross, as detailed
in Algorithm 4 to produce a valid front of maximum length after the non-valid mesh front shown in
Figure 6 is found.
Starting with the position of xi that produces a non-valid front (marked with a red dot in Figure 7),
the sampling points,
®
xli1
¯
lD1;:::;ns , are checked sequentially starting with the sampling point clos-
est to the discarded vertex xi . For each sampling point, the proposed algorithm checks the validity
of the mesh front formed by xi1 and the current sampling point until a valid front is found. Figure 7
shows the sampling points that produced invalid mesh front with red crosses. The position of xi is
adjusted to be the position of the first sampling point producing a valid front.
Remark 2
The check for the validity of a mesh front proposed in Algorithm 3 is only relevant when the
produced mesh has to verify the fourth mesh requirement described in Section 3.1. When curved
internal edges are allowed, it is possible to eliminate this step and build the boundary discretisation
only based on the desired spacing.
Remark 3
In the implementation of the proposed method, the user can specify parts of the boundary where
the curves will be grouped in loops and other parts of the domain where the standard, hierarchical,
approach will be utilised. For instance, in the domain shown in Figure 4, only the curves defining
the inclusion can be selected to form an inner loop and maintain the curves defining the outer part of
the domain to be treated in a hierarchical manner. This is of particular importance when problems
in an exterior domain are of interest (e.g. external flows and electromagnetic scattering) as the
so-called far-field boundary is introduced for computational purposes and its shape and geometric
representation are irrelevant.
3.4. Domain discretisation
The AFM is one of the most popular unstructured mesh generation procedures [50]. The main idea
is to use the concept of a generation front, initially a sequence of segments that connects the mesh
nodes obtained during the discretisation of the boundary. The procedure used to build a triangular
element consists in selecting a segment from the front and looking for the ideal point to form the
element. The method is designed to try to form equilateral triangles whenever possible, and it is
usually finalised by a mesh quality enhancement procedure [50].
The standard AFM is not applicable to generate meshes suitable for NEFEM because boundary
edges are considered to be straight segments. Therefore, if the AFM is applied to the discretisa-
tion of the boundary obtained after following the strategy described in Section 3.3, the third mesh
requirement stated in Section 3.1 is only guaranteed if the straight segment is inside the domain .
This is illustrated in Figure 8. A zoom of the domain represented in Figure 4 is shown in Figure 8(a).
Figure 8(b) shows the resulting domain to be discretised with the AFM if the boundary edges are
transformed to straight-sided segments. A triangular element produced by the AFM is shown in
© 2016 The Authors. International Journal for Numerical
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Figure 8. Generation of a coarse mesh around a rectangular inclusion with the standard AFM leading to an
invalid NEFEM element: (a) domain  with an exact boundary representation, (b) altered domain Q with
an approximation boundary representation, (c) one element generated with the AFM in Q and (d) non-valid
NEFEM element in , showing a self-intersection of one internal edge and the exact boundary.
Figure 8(c). It can be clearly observed in Figure 8(d) that the elements generated with the standard
AFM might be invalid if the exact boundary representation is considered.
This section proposes a variation of the standard AFM that accounts for the exact boundary rep-
resentation of the domain and meets the mesh requirements stated in Section 3.1. The procedure is
described in Algorithm 5.
The first step consists in computing the horizon of the boundary vertices, x?1 and x?2 , as proposed
in Algorithm 3. The intersection of the lines connecting the boundary vertices and their respective
horizons is denoted by P as shown in Figure 9. A line of search is defined as the angle bisector of
the two lines connecting the boundary vertices and their respective horizons, denoted by a dashed
red line in Figure 9. The third vertex of the element is defined as
x3 WD P C tnP (5)
where t takes the maximum value that guarantees that the edges x1x3 and x2x3 do not intersect the
boundary and have length not greater than the desired element size h.
In some situations, using the bisector to obtain the position of the third node induces the gen-
eration of small internal edges, as illustrated in Figure 10(a). In such cases, it is advantageous to
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Figure 9. Illustration of the modified AFM described in Algorithm 5 to build a triangular element.
Figure 10. Illustration of the modified AFM described in Algorithm 5 to build a triangular element with the
definition of the internal point using (a) Equation (5) and (b) Equation (6).
introduce a rotation of the line where the third vertex will be positioned. The following expres-
sion for the vertex x3 is used when the expression in Equation (5) produces an internal edge much
smaller than the desired spacing
x3 WD P C t

cos.˛/  sin.˛/
sin.˛/ cos.˛/

nP (6)
and the angle ˛ is selected to minimise the difference between the length of both internal edges and
the desired spacing.
Figure 10 illustrates the benefit of using this definition for the position of the third vertex. In
this example, the definition in Equation (5) produces an internal edge of size 0.6h, being h the
desired element size, whereas the definition in Equation (6) produces an internal edge of size 0.9h.
In this figure, the shaded area in blue shows the region of possible positions for the third vertex of
the element.
It is worth noting that the proposed modification of the AFM described in Algorithm 5 reduces to
the standard AFM if the mesh front is a straight-sided segment.
3.5. Numerical integration cells
As mentioned earlier, in Section 2.3.2, the strategy to perform the interior integrals appearing in
the weak formulation is to use the convex linear mapping of Equation (1) [34]. The new definition
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of curved elements introduced in this work requires a partition of the elements with more than
one edge on the NURBS boundary or with an edge defined by more than one NURBS curve. This
section presents the proposed strategy to build the integration cells for those elements. It is worth
emphasising that the cells are only used to perform the numerical integration, so no new degrees of
freedom are introduced.
A recursive technique is proposed in Algorithm 6 to build integration cells that have, at most, one
edge defined by a NURBS curve.
To simplify the notation, it is assumed that when the element has two edges on the bound-
ary, the internal edge connects the vertices x1 and x3; otherwise, the node not on the boundary
is x3.
The proposed algorithm uses a point interior to the domain, Q, to check the visibility of the
sampling boundary points. The point Q is selected to be the third node if the element has only
one edge defined by NURBS as illustrated in the example of Figure 11. Otherwise, if the element
has two edges on the NURBS boundary, the point Q is selected to be the mid point of the only
internal edge.
The visibility of the sampling points is checked starting with the first sampling point xl1 D x1
until a sampling point that is not visible is found. In the example of Figure 11(a), the first non-
visible sampling point is xl3. The first integration cell, in blue in Figure 11(b), is formed using the
last visible point, xl2. The algorithm flags the last visible point as Qx1 and continues until a new
visible sampling point is found, Qx2 in Figure 11(b). This allows to form a second integration cell
that has no edges on the NURBS boundary, the cell in red in Figure 11(b). The definition of the
point Q is now changed to be the mid-point between Qx1 and Qx2, and the algorithm is applied
to the triangle formed by Qx1, Qx2 and Q, producing two new cells as illustrated in Figure 11(c).
The final partition in integration cells with at most one edge defined by a NURBS curve is shown
in Figure 11(d).
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Figure 11. Illustration of the Algorithm 6 to build the integration cells of an element. (a) Checking the
visibility of sampling points, (b) formation of the first two cells, (c) recursive application of the algorithm
and (d) final partition of integration cells.
4. EXTENSION TO HIGHER-ORDER ELEMENTS
This section proposes a procedure to build high-order meshes from the low-order meshes pro-
duced using the method described in Section 3. The proposed strategy is based on the linear elastic
analogy [23], but it is simpler because an element-by-element solution is proposed in order to
maintain internal edges as straight-sided segments, following the mesh requirements introduced in
Section 3.1.
4.1. High-order boundary nodal distribution
An edge  on the boundary with vertices x1 and xpC1, defined in (3), is considered where
C 1

œ11
 D x1 and C nc œnc2  D xpC1. Algorithm 7 details the proposed procedure to build a
high-order nodal distribution on  .
First, the desired distance between high-order boundary nodes is computed. This distance can
vary from node to node and depends upon the desired nodal distribution that is specified by the
user, namely, ¹kºkD1;:::;pC1 2 Œ0; 1. Equally spaced nodal distributions in Œ0; 1 can be easily
constructed, although other alternatives, with better approximation properties, are available [51].
The second step follows the same rationale of the procedure described in Algorithm 1, in Section 3.3,
to discretise boundary curves forming loops but changes a desired element size h by a desired
distance between boundary nodes lk .
For interior edges, considered as straight-sided segments, a high-order nodal distribution of the
desired degree p is placed by mapping the nodal distribution ¹kºkD1;:::;pC1 2 Œ0; 1 to the edge
using the linear mapping uniquely defined by the vertices of the edge.
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4.2. High-order elemental nodal distribution
For an element e with closed boundary @e formed by three edges ¹iºiD1;2;3 and with at least
one edge on the NURBS boundary, the triangle formed by the vertices of e is denoted by Te . A
high-order nodal distribution of the desired degree p is placed in Te . This can be easily performed
by mapping the nodal distribution from a reference element to Te using the linear mapping uniquely
defined by the vertices of Te .
Then, the following linear elastic problem is defined as
r   D 0 in Te (7)
The constitutive relation
 D E
.1 C /.1  2/ tr."/I C
E
1 C  " (8)
relates the stress tensor  to the deformation tensor " introducing the Young modulus E and Poisson
ratio  for the elastic medium [52, 53]. In the preceding expression, I is the identity tensor, tr denotes
the trace operator and the deformation tensor is defined in terms of the displacement field u as
" D 1
2
ruC .ru/T  (9)
The problem is closed with the following discrete Dirichlet boundary condition
uk D xk  x0k 8xk 2 @Te (10)
where x0
k
denotes the position of a high-order edge node in Te and xk denotes the position of an
edge node obtained from Algorithm 7 described in the previous section. It is worth noting that this
represents a homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition if xk belongs to an interior edge.
The procedure is completed by solving the linear elastic problem (7). The triangle Te represents
the initial, undeformed, configuration. After solving the elastic problem, a high-order nodal distri-
bution is obtained in e . It is worth remarking that owing to the nature of the imposed boundary
conditions and the solution of the problem element-by-element, if Te satisfies the mesh require-
ments specified in Section 3.1, then the element e produced with this strategy also satisfies the
same mesh requirements.
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Figure 12. Generation of a high-order nodal distribution in a NEFEM element: (a) domain Q and high-order
nodal distribution in the straight-sided triangle Te; (b) high-order nodal distribution adapted to e obtained
by solving a linear elastic problem in the element.
Figure 12 illustrates the proposed procedure to build a high-order nodal distribution in a NEFEM
element. Figure 12(a) shows a fourth-order nodal distribution with equally spaced nodes in Te . The
boundary nodal distribution obtained from Algorithm 7 is used to define the Dirichlet boundary
condition illustrated in Figure 12(b) with arrows. The resulting nodal distribution in e is also
represented in Figure 12(b).
Remark 4
As mentioned earlier in Section 2.3, NEFEM defines the approximation directly in the physical
space, with Cartesian coordinates. Lagrangian polynomials are directly built in e based upon the
position of the high-order nodes obtained with the elastic analogy [27, 34]. This gives complete
freedom on the position of the nodes in e , contrary to the isoparametric FE formulation, where
the position of the nodes in the physical element must be carefully selected in order to guarantee
the optimality of the approximation [54, 55]. It is therefore possible to introduce source terms in the
elastic problem (7) to obtain the high-order nodes in e following a particular spatial distribution.
In fact, it is even possible to specify the position of the interior nodes without solving an elastic
problem. This could represent an advantage if the solution is known to be complex in certain regions
as the nodes can be clustered to better represent the physics of the problem under consideration.
Remark 5
The strategy proposed in this section can be adapted to produce meshes conforming to the CAD
boundary representation of the domain and with interior curved edges. This can be achieved by
solving the elastic problem in the whole domain  instead of performing an element-by-element
solution. In fact, a more efficient layer-by-layer approach can be implemented [23]. The first step
involves the solution of the elastic problem in a layer of elements surrounding the boundary rep-
resented by NURBS. Dirichlet boundary conditions are used for the edges on the boundary, and
homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions are used in the outer boundary of the layer. The sec-
ond step consists in solving another elastic problem in a second layer of elements surrounding the
first layer. Dirichlet boundary conditions correspond to the displacement field from the outer bound-
ary of the first layer. The procedure continues until the last layer of elements is deformed or until
the displacement field of one layer is small enough.
5. EXAMPLES
This section presents three examples that illustrate the applicability of the proposed approach for the
generation of meshes suitable for NEFEM. The meshes are analysed in terms of the desired element
size and the actual minimum element size of the produced meshes. An application example is also
considered where the produced mesh of a complex object is utilised to perform an electromagnetic
scattering simulation with NEFEM.
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In the implementation of the proposed methodology, the input format of the CAD geometry is
considered an Initial Graphics Exchange Specification. Other input formats could be easily consid-
ered because the implementation only uses the control points and associated weights and the knot
vector for each NURBS boundary entity.
5.1. Low-order mesh around an aerofoil with a blunt trailing edge
The first example involves the generation of a NEFEM mesh around an aerofoil of unit chord length
with a blunt trailing edge of dimension 0.001. Figure 13 shows a NEFEM mesh generated with
the technique proposed in this paper. The colour field represents, in logarithmic scale, the spacing
distribution function that is induced by two point sources placed at the leading and trailing edges
and several line sources to control the element size on the upper and lower parts of the aerofoil. The
desired element size is 0.005 on the leading edge, 0.01 on the trailing edge and 0.025 on the upper
and lower parts of the aerofoil.
The geometry of the aerofoil is described using three NURBS curves, and the outer (far-field)
boundary is treated in the usual hierarchical manner. The total number of elements with an edge
and a node on the NURBS boundary is 89 and 92, respectively. Figure 14 shows two histograms,
summarising the size of the edges on the NURBS boundary and the edges of elements with a node
on the NURBS boundary. The length is normalised, dividing by the desired spacing that, for each
edge, is computed as the average of the desired spacing at the nodes.
The minimum generated edge length and maximum generated edge length on the boundary are
approximately 0.00532 and 0.0253, respectively, illustrating the ability of the proposed approach
to discretise the boundary with a desired element size, irrespective of small geometric features. In
addition, the minimum edge length and maximum edge length for an element with a node on the
boundary are 0.0054 and 0.0261, respectively, showing that the required spacing is maintained for
those elements in contact with the boundary elements, generated using the modification of the AFM.
It is worth noting that all the other elements (i.e. elements not in contact with the NURBS boundary)
Figure 13. NEFEM mesh around an aerofoil with a blunt trailing edge and spacing distribution function in
logarithmic scale.
Figure 14. Histogram of the normalised length of (a) the edges on the NURBS boundary and (b) the edges
of elements with a node on the NURBS boundary. The histograms correspond to the mesh of Figure 13.
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are generated using the standard AFM, and, therefore, the edge length for those elements is not
reported here.
Figure 15 shows a detailed view near the blunt trailing edge for two meshes, generated with a
standard mesh generator and with the proposed technique. Figure 15(a) shows that using a standard
mesh generator, the minimum element size is given by the dimension of the blunt trailing edge,
0.001 in this example. The mesh produced with the proposed technique, shown in Figure 15(b),
maintains the desired element spacing even in regions where small geometric features are present.
In this case, the size of the elements near the trailing edge is five times bigger than the dimension of
the blunt trailing edge.
The main advantage of the proposed meshing technique in this example is not to reduce the
number of elements compared with a traditional FE mesh but to avoid the small elements introduced
by a standard FE mesh generator to capture the blunt trailing edge. The standard FE mesh shown in
Figure 15(a) has a minimum element size five times smaller than the minimum element size of the
NEFEM mesh. This difference in element size might have an important impact in the total CPU time
of a simulation when an explicit time marching algorithm is employed. In addition, the proposed
technique avoids abrupt transitions of the element size, inducing better approximation properties,
especially if the mesh is used for a low-order computation.
5.2. Low- and high-order meshes around an aircraft profile
The second example involves the generation of a NEFEM mesh around the aircraft profile repre-
sented in Figure 16. A detailed view of the front part is also shown, revealing a number of very small
features compared with the size of the aircraft.
The aircraft profile is described by 53 NURBS curves, and the minimum length and maximum
length of these NURBS curves are 2  106 and 2.5, respectively, differing in more than six orders
of magnitude. A mesh generated with the proposed approach and with a uniform desired element
size of 0.04 (i.e. 2000 times larger than the smallest geometric feature) is shown in Figure 17. The
mesh has 121 elements with one or more edges on the boundary described by NURBS and 119
elements with one node on the NURBS boundary. Figure 18 shows a detailed view of the mesh near
Figure 15. Detailed view of (a) a standard FEM mesh and (b) a NEFEM mesh near the blunt trailing edge
of an aerofoil.
Figure 16. (a) Domain  representing the exterior of an aircraft profile and (b) detailed view of the domain
showing a number of small geometric features.
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Figure 17. NEFEM mesh around a complex aircraft profile.
Figure 18. Details of the NEFEM mesh of Figure 17 near the regions containing the two shortest NURBS
curves. The black dots denote the vertices of the generated triangular elements, and the red lines are the
subcells used for numerical integration.
the most critical zone containing the NURBS of length 2  106 and the integration cells in three
of the elements with an edge defined by four or even five NURBS curves. It is worth noting that the
desired element size is larger than the length of 33 of the boundary curves.
The minimum generated edge length and maximum generated edge length on the NURBS bound-
ary are 0.0319 and 0.0497, respectively, clearly demonstrating the ability to generate meshes of the
desired element size even when geometric features of significant small size are present. For the ele-
ments with one node on the NURBS boundary, the minimum generated edge length and maximum
generated edge length are 0.0300 and 0.0689, respectively. Figure 19 shows a histogram summaris-
ing the normalised length of the edges of elements with at least one node on the NURBS boundary.
To further illustrate the benefits of the proposed meshing technique, Figure 20 shows a detailed
view of a mesh produced using a standard finite element mesh generator with the same desired
element size. The resulting mesh has 311 edges on the NURBS boundary, but, more importantly,
the minimum element size is equal to the minimum size of the geometric features in the domain,
2  106 in this example. The mesh generator used here is the two-dimensional version of the
FLITE system, a mature in-house mesh generator. It is worth mentioning that point sources have
been added near the regions with very small geometric features to guarantee that the produced mesh
does not encompass abrupt changes of the element size, and, therefore, it is a suitable mesh for finite
element analysis.
Next, the mesh shown in Figure 17 is extended to high order by using the technique proposed in
Section 4. For a degree of approximation p D 5, a reference element with the desired nodal distri-
bution is considered. In this example, a Fekette nodal distribution [56] is employed instead of the
more traditional equally spaced nodal distribution, owing to the well-known superior approximation
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Figure 19. Histogram of the normalised length of the element edges on the NURBS boundary corresponding
to the mesh of Figure 17.
Figure 20. (a, b) Detailed views of a standard FE mesh near the regions containing the two shortest NURBS
curves.
Figure 21. (a, b) Detail of the NEFEM mesh and the fifth-order Fekette nodal distribution mapped from the
reference element to the imaginary straight-sided element defined by the vertices of each element represented
with discontinuous lines.
properties [51, 57]. The nodal distribution is mapped to each element in the mesh using the affine
mapping that is uniquely defined by the vertices of each element. The result is a nodal distribution
not conforming to the boundary as illustrated in Figure 21. Using the solid mechanics analogy on
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each element with at least one edge on the NURBS boundary, the nodal distribution is adapted to the
exact geometry, and the resulting high-order NEFEM mesh is obtained as represented in Figure 22.
When adapting the nodal distribution to the true geometry using the solid mechanics analogy, it is
necessary to specify the material parameters (i.e. Poisson ratio and Young modulus) for the elastic
medium. When the elastic analogy is used to generate high-order curvilinear meshes for isoparamet-
ric finite elements [23], the effect of the materials parameters on the quality of the produced meshes
is relevant, but this is not the case for NEFEM. First, as NEFEM defines the approximation on the
physical space, the scaled Jacobian, typically used by the FE community to evaluate the quality of
an FE mesh, is irrelevant. Second, this work proposes the solution of an element-by-element elastic
problem instead of a global problem, to guarantee the last mesh requirement in Section 3.1.
The effect of the Poisson ratio has been found to be minimum on the final nodal distribution
obtained. As an example, Figure 23 shows two detailed views of the nodal distributions obtained
with  D 0 and  D 0:49 for an approximation with degree p D 3. Despite the large deformation
of the elements shown, the variation of the position of the inner point is very small, usually more
than 10 times smaller than the element size. For higher degrees of approximation, this difference
becomes even less noticeable.
As expected, the value of the Young modulus has no effect on the solution of the elastic problem
because imposed displacements are considered on the whole boundary.
Figure 22. Detail of the NEFEM mesh and the fifth-order nodal distribution adapted to the exact geometry of
each element. The red dots denote the vertices of the triangular elements, and the black dots the high-order
nodal distribution.
Figure 23. (a, b) Detail of the NEFEM mesh and two third-order nodal distributions obtained with  D 0
(red) and  D 0:49 (black).
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5.3. High-order mesh around a satellite profile
The last example considers a more complex geometry corresponding to a profile of a satellite as
shown in Figure 24. In this example, there are multiple regions with very small geometric features,
and an attempt to remove geometric features not relevant for the finite element analysis stage would
clearly result in an extremely tedious and time-consuming process. The satellite profile is described
by 139 NURBS curves, and the minimum length and maximum length of the NURBS curves are
0.01 and 2.4, respectively.
A mesh generated with the proposed approach and with a desired element size of 0.06 is shown
in Figure 25. It is important to notice that, in this example, almost 70% of the curves have a length
smaller than the desired element size. The mesh has 2519 elements, 1410 nodes and 143 edges on
the boundary described by NURBS. The potential of the proposed approach is clearly illustrated by
comparing the number of boundary edges and the total number of NURBS describing the boundary.
The similarity between these numbers indicates that the majority of the elements will contain edges
defined by more than one NURBS curve.
Figure 24. Domain  representing the exterior of a complex satellite profile with many small geometric
features.
Figure 25. NEFEM mesh around a complex satellite profile.
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Figure 26 shows a detailed view of the mesh near two zones containing small geometric features.
The nodal distribution corresponds to a polynomial approximation with p D 4 generated using the
solid mechanics analogy presented in Section 4.
The minimum generated edge length and maximum generated edge length on the NURBS bound-
ary are 0.0393 and 0.0837, respectively, whereas the minimum generated edge length and maximum
generated edge length for elements with one node on the NURBS boundary are 0.0296 and 0.1045,
respectively. Figure 27 shows a histogram summarising the size of the edges on the NURBS
boundary normalised with the desired spacing.
Next, the effect of the parameter ˛, introduced in Section 3.2 to produce the distribution of sam-
pling points, is studied. Table I reports the total number of elements (nel), the number of elements
with at least one edge on the NURBS boundary (neel), the total number of nodes (nno) and the min-
imum edge size and maximum edge size (hmin and hmax, respectively), for the meshes generated
using different values of the sampling parameter ˛.
The results clearly show that the proposed methodology is not sensitive to this parameter, suggest-
ing that a more sophisticated and computationally expensive approach to produce the distribution of
sampling points is not required.
Figure 26. (a, b) Detailed views of the NEFEM mesh of Figure 25 near two regions containing small
geometric features.
Figure 27. Histogram of the normalised length of the element edges on the NURBS boundary corresponding
to the mesh of Figure 25.
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Table I. Effect of the parameter ˛ used to build the
distribution of boundary sampling points.
˛ nel n
e
el nno hmin hmax
0.5 2513 130 1407 0.0273 0.1103
0.2 2509 130 1405 0.0260 0.1039
0.1 2519 130 1410 0.0296 0.1045
0.02 2523 130 1412 0.0298 0.1039
0.01 2515 130 1408 0.0298 0.1058
Figure 28. Components of the scattered field by a satellite profile computed with NEFEM and p D 4 on the
mesh shown in Figure 17. (a) H1, (b) H2, and (c) E3.
As described in Section 3, the overhead of the proposed approach and a standard mesh generator
based on the AFM is restricted to the generation of elements with at least one edge defined by
NURBS curves. In this example, the time spent on generating the elements with at least one edge on
the boundary is 8% of the total mesh generation time. On average, generating a NEFEM element is
2.5 times more expensive than generating a standard triangular element using the AFM. It is worth
remarking that this time includes the generation of the integration cells as described in Section 3.5.
Finally, to illustrate the applicability of the proposed technique, an electromagnetic scattering
problem [8, 58] is solved using the mesh shown in Figure 25. The problem is governed by the tran-
sient Maxwell equations and consists of an electromagnetic wave travelling from the left to the right
and scattered by the satellite profile. The frequency of the wave is such that the satellite, assumed to
be a perfect electric conductor, occupies 14 wavelengths. The problem is solved using a high-order
discontinuous Galerkin formulation [6] with NEFEM and a standard fourth-order Runge–Kutta
explicit time integrator. The three components of the scattered field are shown in Figure 28 for the
transverse magnetic mode [58].
A reference solution is computed on a standard FE mesh that contains 208 843 elements and
105 716 nodes. The element size has been selected to ensure that at least 20 elements per wavelength
are present when a degree of approximation p D 1 is employed. For this level of mesh refinement,
all the geometric details are captured by a standard mesh generator without any extra refinement.
Therefore, this example shows the potential of the proposed technique in a high-order context.
A comparison of the radar cross section (RCS), an engineering quantity of interest in electromag-
netic scattering problems [58], is shown in Figure 29. The difference between the reference solution
and the RCS computed with NEFEM and the mesh shown in Figure 17 is less than 2  102 in
the L2 norm, demonstrating the possibility of computing accurate solutions with extremely coarse
meshes generated with the proposed approach.
In this example, the required cost per cycle is reduced by a factor of 87 by using NEFEM with p=4
compared with the reference solution computed with linear elements in a finer mesh. In addition,
the linear computation required 79 cycles in order to converge the solution to a harmonic steady
state with a tolerance of 106 in the RCS, whereas the NEFEM computation required 49 cycles.
This means that the total cost reduction factor with NEFEM and the coarse mesh is approximately
140 (7987/49), an improvement of more than two orders of magnitude.
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Figure 29. RCS computed with a reference FE mesh and with a NEFEM mesh and p=4.
It is worth remarking that the use of standard high-order isoparametric finite elements is not com-
petitive in this example. Owing to the small geometric features, the element size is always restricted
by the length of the smallest curve. In fact, a high-order solution will introduce a dramatic restric-
tion in the time step, resulting in a more costly solution compared with linear elements. Therefore,
the speedup of the proposed NEFEM approach will be even higher than 140 if the comparison was
performed with respect to high-order isoparametric finite elements.
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The first fully automatic mesh generation technique for NEFEM has been presented. It allows
to generate meshes that account for the CAD boundary representation of the domain given
by NURBS curves and with an element size independent of the geometric complexity of the
computational domain.
The proposed technique allows to generalise the original definition of a NEFEM element, ensur-
ing that elements with more than one edge on the NURBS boundary or edges defined by more than
one NURBS can be considered. A technique to discretise the boundary with a desired spacing and
independent of small geometric features is introduced, and a modification of the AFM is proposed.
A method to extend the produced meshes to higher-order approximation has also been presented.
Three examples demonstrate the applicability and potential of the proposed approach by generat-
ing meshes of complex objects with small geometric features. An analysis of the produced meshes
has been presented in terms of the desired element size. Finally, a numerical example involving the
simulation of the scattering of electromagnetic waves demonstrates the applicability of the proposed
meshes in a NEFEM context.
It is in the scope of a future publication to present the extension of the methodology presented in
this paper to three dimensional domains.
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